Abstract. When making decisions about whether to navigate to a linked page, users of standard browsers of hypertextual documents returned by an information retrieval search engine are entirely reliant on the content of the anchortext associated with links and the surrounding text. This information is often insufficient for them to make reliable decisions about whether to open a linked page, and they can find themselves following many links to pages which are not helpful with subsequent return to the previous page. We describe a prototype focusing browsing application which provides feedback on the likely usefulness of each page linked from the current one, and a term cloud preview of the contents of each linked page. Results from an exploratory experiment suggest that users can find this useful in improving their search efficiency.
Introduction
Users approach search engines with a wide range of types of information need; some are very focused, while others are much vaguer. In the latter case the user will often need to browse through multiple documents to address their information need. When browsing between documents returned by a standard search engine users rely on the contents of the item, and in particular the link anchortexts, to determine whether to select a link and progress their search to the linked item. The available information can often be insufficient to enable them to make an informed decision, and they often end up needing to follow a link to determine whether it leads to useful information, and then returning to the previous page when they determine that it does not. This paper introduces a new enhanced browsing framework of focused browsing where the user is provided with feedback on the potential utility of available links from the current page and a summary preview of the content of linked items in the form of a term cloud. The principle underlying focusing browsing is analogous to the established concept of focused crawling [3] [1] . The goal of a focused crawler is to selectively seek out web pages relevant to pre-defined topics. Focused browsing aims to focus a user's browsing behaviour towards "on topic" pages that will be of interest to them.
The remainder of this paper describes details of our prototype browsing application and a preliminary pilot user study carried out with this application.
Focused Browsing
Conventional information retrieval (IR) systems for hypertext documents do not provide feedback to a user on the potential utility of links appearing in retrieved documents. This is in contrast to adaptive hypermedia (AH) systems designed for constrained domains where the contents typically comprise manually selected information fragments. These fragments can be composed into personalised presentations based on complex models of the user's goals, preferences and knowledge of the subject at hand. Various navigation support mechanisms are supported by these systems including link ranking, link annotation, and link disabling [4] [2] .
A recent emergence in web technology is the facility to enable users to add tags to web content, potentially building up rich descriptions from a community of users. Browsing of these tags is supported using tag clouds [5] which provide a means for visualizing groups of tag words. Words to be included in the tag clouds are typically selected based on frequency of user annotation. The significance of individual words can be indicated by varying their font size based on their score. These words are then presented to the user in the form of a simple graphical cloud.
Our focused browsing application provides the user with interactive feedback to support their browsing. It uses IR methods to score document links. While the models used are less sophisticated than those typically used in AH systems, they do not have their domain specific limitations and can easily be applied to any linked documents. A related more complex approach was introduced in [6] . The concept of tag clouds is extended to provide term cloud document summaries.
Link Scoring
In order to assist the user in determining which link they should follow from the current page, each link is scored with respect to the search request. The intensity of the display of the link is then selected based on its score relative to others leading from the page.
In our current prototype links are scored using a standard tf × idf approach. After removal of stop words and Porter stemming, terms are weighted as follows. w(i, j) = tf (i, j) × log N/n(i), where tf (i, j) is the frequency of term i in the linked page j, N is the no of pages linked from the current page, and n(i) is the no of them which contain i.
A matching score is then computed by summing matching term weights between the user's search query and each linked document. The scores for each linked page are then ranked and the links displayed with their intensity determined by their relative rank score. While the current prototype only uses the query to score the links, many other factors could be used. For example, a user profile based on current or ongoing browsing and search behaviour, or an absolute page significance factor such as PageRank [7] or one based on access behaviour [8] .
Term Clouds
Varying the intensity of the links obviously does not indicate to the user what the linked pages contain. Indeed the score may actually be misleading if the user changes the focus of their information need. To further assist the user in determining whether to follow a link the focused browser makes available a term cloud of each linked page. Term clouds are related to the "fluid links" introduced in [10] .
Term clouds present a simple summary of the linked page in the form of a cloud of words or phrases taken from the document. Selection of terms is similar to the principles used to form query-biased summaries (QBS) in [9] . Term clouds are more compact than QBSs and are intended to be more efficient in terms of cognitive user interaction and the display space needed, but use of QBSs as an alternative document visualization method will be explored in future work.
The components used to select words for inclusion in term clouds are as follows:
Term Weighting The first word significance score ws1(i, j) is calculated using the tf × idf function from Section 2.1. The ws1(i, j) is calculated for each non stop term appearing in each linked document. This is then multiplied by a scaling factor ws1.
Title Term Weighting Words contained in the title of a document are often important to its topic. Words appearing in the title of each document are given a boost of a fixed scalar value ws2.
Location Weighting Words appearing at the beginning of a document are more likely than those later in it to be significant to its topic. Words appearing in the first sentence are given a fixed scalar boost of ws3.
Relationship to Current Document Assuming that the user's browsing is focused on the topic of the current page, we give an additional scalar boost ws4 to terms which appear in the current document.
Combining the Term Scores The final combined score for each term is a simple sum of the four components. The highest scoring ones are then selected for inclusion in the term cloud. The values of ws1, ws2, ws3 and ws4 were selected empirically based on experimentation with the small test evaluation site used in our pilot experimental study, with font size varied according to the combined term score. Values used in the current prototype are 0.5, 0.2, 0.1, 0.1 respectively.
3 Prototype Application Figure 1 shows a sample interface from our prototype focused browsing application. The hyperlinks are highlighted at different levels indicating the estimated utility of each link to the user as described in section 2.1. In the example the user has moused over the link to "document retrieval", in response to this the term cloud shown is produced. Implementing a practical focusing browsing application requires a tighter integration between the search engine and browser than is generally the case. Computation of link scores and term clouds requires access to term data most easily available from a search engine, thus documents must be displayed from the search engine cache or if they are downloaded from their original sources, they must be automatically rewritten prior to display to include variations in link display and include links to term clouds. 
Pilot Study
To obtain some initial user feedback on our prototype application a small test website was built on the subject of "information retrieval." This was intended for students wishing to explore topics in IR by browsing an online learning resource.
5 test users each entered 5 search queries on the topic of IR giving a total of 25 queries for this pilot study. 3 queries were judged to be off topic and thus not covered by the test web site; the analysis is thus based on the remaining 22 queries. These results are reasonably encouraging. However, the test website used for the experiments was very limited in size and scope, meaning that the users had only very limited opportunity to actually browse, and the results of this very simple evaluation are obviously not significant. In order to explore the utility of focused browsing properly, we plan to incorporate focused browsing into a larger domain specific search tool in the near future.
Conclusions and Further Development
Focusing browsing provides feedback to users engaged in the exploration of hypertext document collections, including the web. The aim being to improve the efficiency with which they can access the information they require. We have developed a prototype application providing feedback using highlighting of available links and term cloud summaries. Potential extension of the application would be to extend it to make use of user tags [5] with the term clouds to form term/tag clouds. In further work we will be incorporating focused browsing into a larger experimental digital library and conducting a more formal experimental evaluation.
